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Article Body:
Indian Garden is where the riders who are overnighting at Phantom Ranch separate from the day

The gently sloping trail now follows Garden Creek as it wanders down its narrow channel toward

They will all be looking to the left as Garden Creek separates itself from the trail, tumbling

At the bottom of Devil’s Corkscrew they will find friendlier ground, again following along the

The Bright Angel Trail breaks through a small gorge and affords its first view of the Colorado

Suddenly, exclamations will be heard from the riders in front as the trail rounds a knoll. The
As they continue to follow the River Trail to the bridge on the Kaibab Trail, they will begin

As they approach the dark entrance to the tunnel, it more resembles a cave than a passage thro

Now the hard part really is over. Historic and rustic Phantom Ranch awaits them just up the tr

Phantom Ranch is nestled in a small draw on the North side of the Colorado River, where the Br

Back across the Kaibab Bridge, back through the tunnel, past the River Trail cutoff, and out o

With the trail now traveling along ridge tops most of the way, the views available to the ride

It is a near certainty that some of the hikers they pass will be physically stressed. The Kaib

As they approach the South Rim near Yaki Point, they will again be tired and somewhat subdued.

One final reminder to them that this is The Grand Canyon. One final verification, as if they n
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